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In September 2020 we shared with you the proposals 
for your estate which we submitted as part of the 
planning application. Since then, we have been in 
lengthy discussions with Lambeth Council about 
some changes they would like to see, ahead of us 
starting construction on site. We appreciate this has 
taken longer than we anticipated and we apologise 
for the delay.

This brochure provides an update on what we  
have been doing over the last year and what  
you should expect next. In this document,  
you will find information on:

What we have been doing  p3

What we are doing now  p4
 —  Parking  p.4
 —  Appointing an Occupational therapist  p.5
 —  Resident engagement  p.6
 —  Enabling works/Design update  p.8 

Design changes  p.10

Indicative home layouts  p12

What remains the same  p16

Housing management update  p.18

Guardian update  p.19
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  In December 21 we presented the construction plan for your estate with our joint venture partners Bellway.

  In February 22 we started a tenancy audit with phase one (block A) of the redevelopment, these are  
homes 71-84 Geoffrey Close. As we progress with each stage of the redevelopment, we will continue  
to carry out tenancy audits.  

  In March 22 we began enabling works in the ballcourt. We also issued a newsletter and introduced  
you to your new Senior Development Manager Jamie Wrye, who joined our team earlier in the year.  
Hopefully, most of you have met with Jamie, he has attended numerous surgeries and will continue  
to do so over the coming months. Keep an eye on the notice boards and the Facebook page  
to find out when he will be on the estate. 

  In April 22 we conducted a parking audit with those of you who have a parking permit  
issued by the Tenants Association. 

  In May 22 we held a Resident Steering Group meeting with your Independent Tenants’ Advisor. 

  Throughout the Summer, Bellway carried out further enabling works in preparation for start on site  
this Autumn. Our consultants progressed with the designs of the new homes, focusing on block A.

We continue to hold on site surgeries every month, come and meet with your Housing Officer and Resident 
Liaison Officer, on the first Tuesday of every month, from 4.30 to 6.30pm.

What we have been doing 
since we last met
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What we are doing now
Parking permits
Phase one construction is due to begin in Autumn and, 
as a result, we will be suspending parking on the estate 
to ensure the health and safety of our residents and to 
allow construction to start. Over the last month, we have 
been in discussions with Lambeth Council to understand 
their requirements around CPZ parking permits.  
The Council told us that vehicle owners will need to apply 
for permits directly online; this is part of their parking 
policy which we do not have control over. We will be  
in contact with relevant households with further details 
on how to apply for a permit; and our team will be  
on site to offer support and access to a laptop if needed.
We would like to reassure residents that we will cover  
the cost of the CPZ parking permits. 

We appreciate that there will be some disruption for those living in blocks  
1 – 49 Geoffrey Close, whilst this work is being carried out later this Autumn.  
We will work with you to keep disruption to a minimum.

We want to reassure you that we will not close off the estate until all 
eligible residents have either a CPZ parking permit or a temporary 
parking bay.

Temporary parking
In response to resident feedback, we have been working with  
Bellway to identify some onsite parking for those most in need, 
during construction. For those residents who are elderly, registered 
disabled and/or have mobility issues, we feel it is important to  
provide onsite parking while the first phase of construction works 
take place. We have identified a suitable space where the temporary 
parking will be provided prior to closing off the estate, as shown in 
the area highlighted in orange, on the image right. We will continue 
to engage with relevant households as we work through the details. 

Temporary 
parking 

bays
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Aids and adaptations within your home

We have now appointed an Occupational Therapist  
who will assess those of you that require aid and adaptions 
within your new home. We will be in touch over the coming 
months with more details and timescales on when they will 
be visiting homes to carry out these assessments. 

Adult children

We have been working with Lambeth Council to gain their  
support in taking forward our offer of a home to adult children 
living on the estate.  
It has always been our intention to offer any surplus one bed homes  
to those adult children that are able to afford to live independently  
in their own home. However, the Council feel that this offer resembles 
a (Sons & Daughters) policy which they deemed unfair some time ago 
and, therefore, won’t allow us to allocate any surplus properties  
to adult children. We are still in discussion to negotiate an alternative 
offer that will allow adult children to apply for independent living.  
We will continue to keep you updated on these discussions.
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Resident engagement/What’s coming up

Construction plan, phase one
Ahead of phase one (block A), we will hold an event  
with Bellway to present a construction plan. An invite  
to this event will be sent to you later this month,  
once the date has been confirmed.

Employment opportunities
We are working with Bellway and Lambeth Council to offer  
a number of employment opportunities to your local 
community. Residents will have the opportunity to join the 
construction team through apprenticeships, training/skills 
development programmes and full/part time employment.  
We will soon be providing more details on this, along with 
information on how you can apply.

Policy workshops 
During these sessions, which will take place in the Winter,  
we will be able to share our allocations policy and discuss  
this process with you. We will also go through our vacant 
possession policy and provide you with a timeline and key 
actions, such as when you will move out of your existing  
home and into your new one.
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Allocation of Homes  
and moving out 
Discussion:
—  When we will allocate homes 

and detailed pro-gramme of 
who will go where and when 
you can apply.

—  When you are required to 
move out of our home and 
what assitance we will provide 
when you have to move out.

Winter 2022-2023

Engagement timeline

Construction plan, phase one

Discussion:
—  How will demolition and 

construction affect where  
I live now.

—  How will we get around the 
site, working hours, noise levels, 
health and safety, etc.

Autumn 2022

What your new home  
will look like and when you  
can get involved in the design
Discussion:
—  Decoration:
 —  Kitchen units. 
 —  Floor coverings.

Spring/Summer 2023

Living costs
— Service charge.
— Council tax.
—  Heating and hot water.
Discussion:
—  What will be included.
—  What are the likely costs.

Autumn/Winter 2022-2023
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Design/planning update

In line with delays, here is an updated construction plan.

Enabling works in Autumn 2022

Since we received planning approval, we have 
carried out a number of surveys onsite and  
we will continue to carry out additional enabling 
works as we progress towards the start  
of construction. Below is a list of key works  
that will take place this Autumn, in the lead up  
to the start of phase one construction.
 — Pre-construction works 

 — Survey work – Trial pit holes

 — Hoarding design for the ball court

 — Construct temporary car park

 —  Emptying some pram-sheds and bin stores 
facing Kenbury Street

 — Hoarding of the site, closing off vehicle access

 — Install staff welfare cabins

 — Start on site.

Phase Block Timeline 
(presented in Sept 20)

Updated  
timeline Tenure

1 A Spring 21 – Spring 22 Autumn 22 / Winter 24 Existing 
residents 

Decant into  A Spring 22 Winter 24

2 B1 & B2 Sumer 22 – Winter 23 Winter 24 – Autumn 25 Existing 
residents 

Decant into B1 & B2 Autumn 23 Autumn 25

3
C1 Winter 23 – Spring 25 Winter 25 – Summer 27 Affordable
C2 Winter 23 – Spring 25 Winter 25 – Summer 27 Private

Decant into C1/C2 Summer 25 Summer 27

4
D1/D2 Summer 25 – Autumn 27 Winter 28 – Winter 29 Affordable

E1/E2 & F Summer 25 – Autumn 27 Winter 28 – Winter 29 Private
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Decant plan

This table outlines each phase, and which homes will be required to move within  
the phase. This has not changed since we last presented it to you in September 2020.

Phase Block Mix of homes Allocation priority to:

One A

8 x 1 bed 2 person 
2 x 2 bed 4 person 
1 x 2 bed 4 person wheelchair
7 x 3 bed 4 person
5 x 3 bed 5 person
2 x 3 bed 4 person wheelchair

Mandatory moves:
71-84 Geoffrey Close
Homes available for allocation 
will be offered in priority to;
1st 50-70 Geoffrey
2nd 17-49 Geoffrey
3rd 1-16 Geoffrey

Two B1

22 x 1 bed 2 person
2 x 1 bed 2 person wheelchair
14 x 2 bed 4 person
10 x 3 bed 4 person
4 x 4 bed 6 person 

Mandatory moves:
1-24 Canterbury
50-70 Geoffrey
17-49 Geoffrey

Two B2

1 x 1 bed 2 person
14 x 2 bed 4 person
4 x 2 bed 4 person wheelchair 
6 x 3 bed 4 person
3 x 3 bed 5 person
1 x 4 bed 6 person 

Homes available for allocation 
will be offered in priority to;
1st 1-16 Geoffrey

Three C1

1 x 1 bed 2 person
16 x 2 bed 3 person
11 x 3 bed 4 person
1 x 4 bed 6 person

Mandatory moves:
1-28 York 
1-16 Geoffrey
Tenants with the Right to Return
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What’s changed and why?
In response to feedback from the Greater London Authority (GLA),  
we have had to make some minor changes to the proposed  
scheme that we presented to you prior to planning submission  
in September 2020. The main changes are outlined below. 

The gated community  
The GLA rejected our proposal for a gated community as they  
felt the gates would not support the relationship with the 
surrounding area and therefore would not comply with the  
Mayor’s London plan policy. 

Parking 
The GLA has a zero carbon policy and have instructed us to reduce the 
number of onsite permanent parking bays to 22. Fifteen of these bays 
must be allocated for disabled residents, and seven will be for general 
parking for existing residents. The reduction in car parking spaces will 
also allow us to increase the landscaping areas for residents to enjoy.

Number of affordable homes 
The GLA asked us to review our plans and increase the number  
of affordable homes. Through lengthy discussions, we negotiated  
an additional 62 affordable homes, available through Shared 
Ownership and Rent to Buy ‘London Living Rent’ schemes.  
These will be located next to the church, as shown in the  
image left, and will not affect the number of social rented  
homes for our existing residents.

Key

 Social rent

 Private sale

 Shared Ownership 

 Rent to Buy
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Arbour Square

The development will require a marketing name for the homes that are  
for sale, whilst under construction. The name we have chosen is Arbour Square.  
This is for marketing purposes only and will not be the name of your new estate. 
We will consult with you on the name of the new blocks before construction  
is complete.
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BA-AFF-01

14.0
150.9 SF

Bedroom 1

5.5
59.1 SF

Hall

4.5
47.4 SF

Bathroom
2.5

24.9 SF

Storage

20.5
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Living/Kitchen/Dining1.5
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Utility/HIU

8.0
88.3 SF

Balcony
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B1B2C1C2
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F

PRP have reviewed applicable products available in the UK at the time of 
writing the specification, from which products named in the specification have 
been selected. Where the contractor wishes to propose alternative products, 
representative samples and a full technical appraisal should be submitted by 
the contractor to the employer demonstrating that their proposed alternative 
has equal or better performance. Any alternative products are subject to 
design team, building control, warranty provider and employer acceptance.

KEY DRAWING REFERENCES

Title of Drawing Series Drawing Series No's

Site Plan
Building Co-Ordinates
GA Plans
GA Elevations
GA Height Rods
GA Cores
Dwelling Plans
Structural Layout
Bay Studies
Refuse Strategy
Postal Strategy
Fire Strategy
Cycle Strategy
Security Strategy
Principal Construction
Lead Details
Sub-structure Details
Fenestration Details
Envelope Details
Roof Details
Internal Wall Details
Balconies
Metalwork 
Window & Door Schedule
Internal Doors Schedule
Bathroom Types Schedule
Kitchen Schedule

MATERIAL REFERENCES
Brickwork

Brick Type 'A' TBC Brick Type 'E' TBC

Brick Type 'B' TBC Brick Type 'F' TBC

Brick Type 'C' TBC Brick Type 'G' TBC

Brick Type 'D' TBC Brick Type 'H' TBC

30000
31000
40000 
41000
42000
43000
44000
46000
47000
50000
51000
52000
54000
55000
60000
61000
62000
63000
64000
65000
66000
67000
68000
70000
71000
72000
73000

0.10 W/m2K

0.18 W/m2K

0.00 W/m2K (all exposed edges sealed and cavity fully 
filled to prevent heat loss through cavity

0.15 W/m2K (U-Value of walls next to unheated areas)

0.11 W/m2K
1.2 W/m2K
1.3 W/m2K (G-Value - 0.40 S&W / 0.55 N&E)
3.5 m3/h.m2 at 50 Pa

Ground / Exposed 
Upper Floor:
External Walls:

Party Walls:

Dwelling / Com Wall

Roof
Solid Door
Window
Air Permeability

FABRIC EFFICIENCY U-VALUES (Baseline Values)

All details to be compliant with Acredited Construction 
Details for Part L

SERVICES LEGEND

SVP

VP

SVP

SS

Soil vent pipe wtith 
offset abve

Soil vent pipe

Stub stack

Vent pipe

FG -     Floor Gully

Dry Riser inlet

Dry Riser outlet

Service opening over door.
= xxxmm x xxxmm (xxxxmm AFFL)

MB Electricity Meter Box

DRo

DRi

WVP Waste vent pipe

DOOR SETTING OUT DIAGRAM (NTS)

• Architrave details: Refer to 6600 series for typical architrave details.

• Handing: Refer to General Arangement drawings as some instances of flat 

types may be mirrored to that shown here.
• Frame height field: Refer to Internal door type drawing for notes relating to 

door undercut.
• Door Finish / Specification: Refer to client employers requirements.

• Door stops required to all doors where potential clash may occur.

DOOR SCHEDULE NOTES:

Finish to Finish

Structure to Structure

Line of structure, face 
of concrete, blockwork, 

parge coat
or metal stud

DIMENSIONS KEY
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WM Washing Machine 

TD Tidy Dryer 

EV

External Vent Location   

KITCHENS

HIU HIU Unit  

All Kitchens shown are Subcontractor designs. Subcontractor is responsible  
for ensuring that all layouts fit within maximum dimensions indicated on 
Dwelling plans. Finish to finish Dimensions to be checked on site prior to 
installation

Finish to Finish

xxx

MAX RUN

xxx

M
A
X
 R
U
N

Sacrificial Lining required to the kitchen side of 
party walls.
All Kitchens must be designed in accordance with 
HQI requirements for Affordable Tenure. Refer to 
clients Employers requirements for Private Sale 
requirements. 

M&E  Setting-out by services consultancy.

SVP Detail:
Refer to drawing 6612
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CL Clothes Line (Wall fixed)

Wall mounted pull-out
6m line length min. 

6m combined lenght min.

FFG Future Floor Gulley for LTH 
compliance – fused spur 
provided behind boxing for 
future installed pumped 
solution, see M&E Engineer 
drawings.

GENERAL KEY:

18mm ripped WBP plywood fixed between staggered 
studs using BG fixing support plates.

KEY TO INTERNAL DOOR REFERENCING

01 / ID 04Door 
Number. 

Wall, Floor & Roof type notes:

. For typical wall (ext. & int), floor & roof build ups refer to 6000 series dwgs.

. For internal wall locations & typing, refer to GA plan 4000 series & core plans 

IW Wall type prefixes :
EW prefix indicates an external wall type
IW prefix indicates an internal wall type
IF prefix indicates panelling or feature tiling applied to wall.

01a

ROOF FLOOR & WALL TYPE SYMBOLS

Door 
Type. 

Reduced ceiling height to 2300mm

v

Mechanical ventilation Ceiling 
Grill

Please refer to drawings  TBC  Dwelling Type & Location Sheets

PLOT SCHEDULES

Reduced ceiling height for bulkheads (height to be 
determined as required)

Layer of plasterboard changed to BG Habito Board. 
(Innermost layer if double boarded)

450 x 450mm Access hatch in HIU utility cupboard for 
MEV unit

Premises Information BoxPIB

AOV Control Panel AOV

Fire Alarm Panel FAP

PLOT REFERENCE
A1201 W

Tenure 1B2P Unique
Identifier

Wheelchair
UnitA - Affordable

S - Shared Ownership
L - LLP
P - Private

W - Accessible (ADM4-3b)
A - Adaptable (ADM4-2a)

prp-co.uk

020 7653 1200

London

Rev

Project - Originator - Zone - Level - Doc - Discipline - Number

Description Drawn/Checked

The contractor is responsible for checking dimensions, tolerances and 
references. Any discrepancy to be verified with the Architect before proceeding 
with the works. Where  an item is covered by drawings to different scales the 
larger scale drawing is to be worked to.    

Do not scale drawing. Figured dimensions to be worked to in all cases.  

CDM REGULATIONS 2015. All current drawings and specifications for the 
project must be read in conjunction with the Designer's Hazard and 
Environment Assessment Record  

All intellectual property rights reserved. 

Where products have been specified, PRP have reviewed applicable products 
available in the UK at the time of writing the specification. For the avoidance of 
doubt, product manufacturers and suppliers must confirm that each product is 
fit for its intended use and provide such evidence as may reasonably be 
requested to confirm performance, including, but not limited to, product test 
classification and interfaces with adjacent products.

Where the contractor wishes to propose alternative products, representative 
samples and a full technical appraisal should be submitted by the contractor to 
the employer demonstrating that their proposed alternative has equal or better 
performance.

Date

Scale @ A1   1 : 25

-A-Sketch 290633

A1201 Sketch Layout

Lambeth Riverside Phase 1

Drawn  YOA Checked  SG Date  05/13/22

PRP project No.BA9478C

Sheet Revit File Location: RLE-PRP-AZ-ZZ-M3-A-00011- DWELLINGS AB.rvt

1 : 25

Stripped back DP - Dwelling Type - A1203
1

1 Bed 2 Person

Indicative home layout 
1 bedroom, 2 person
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PRP have reviewed applicable products available in the UK at the time of 
writing the specification, from which products named in the specification have 
been selected. Where the contractor wishes to propose alternative products, 
representative samples and a full technical appraisal should be submitted by 
the contractor to the employer demonstrating that their proposed alternative 
has equal or better performance. Any alternative products are subject to 
design team, building control, warranty provider and employer acceptance.

KEY DRAWING REFERENCES

Title of Drawing Series Drawing Series No's

Site Plan
Building Co-Ordinates
GA Plans
GA Elevations
GA Height Rods
GA Cores
Dwelling Plans
Structural Layout
Bay Studies
Refuse Strategy
Postal Strategy
Fire Strategy
Cycle Strategy
Security Strategy
Principal Construction
Lead Details
Sub-structure Details
Fenestration Details
Envelope Details
Roof Details
Internal Wall Details
Balconies
Metalwork 
Window & Door Schedule
Internal Doors Schedule
Bathroom Types Schedule
Kitchen Schedule

MATERIAL REFERENCES
Brickwork

Brick Type 'A' TBC Brick Type 'E' TBC

Brick Type 'B' TBC Brick Type 'F' TBC

Brick Type 'C' TBC Brick Type 'G' TBC

Brick Type 'D' TBC Brick Type 'H' TBC

30000
31000
40000 
41000
42000
43000
44000
46000
47000
50000
51000
52000
54000
55000
60000
61000
62000
63000
64000
65000
66000
67000
68000
70000
71000
72000
73000

0.10 W/m2K

0.18 W/m2K

0.00 W/m2K (all exposed edges sealed and cavity fully 
filled to prevent heat loss through cavity

0.15 W/m2K (U-Value of walls next to unheated areas)

0.11 W/m2K
1.2 W/m2K
1.3 W/m2K (G-Value - 0.40 S&W / 0.55 N&E)
3.5 m3/h.m2 at 50 Pa

Ground / Exposed 
Upper Floor:
External Walls:

Party Walls:

Dwelling / Com Wall

Roof
Solid Door
Window
Air Permeability

FABRIC EFFICIENCY U-VALUES (Baseline Values)

All details to be compliant with Acredited Construction 
Details for Part L

SERVICES LEGEND

SVP

VP

SVP

SS

Soil vent pipe wtith 
offset abve

Soil vent pipe

Stub stack

Vent pipe

FG -     Floor Gully

Dry Riser inlet

Dry Riser outlet

Service opening over door.
= xxxmm x xxxmm (xxxxmm AFFL)

MB Electricity Meter Box

DRo

DRi

WVP Waste vent pipe

DOOR SETTING OUT DIAGRAM (NTS)

• Architrave details: Refer to 6600 series for typical architrave details.

• Handing: Refer to General Arangement drawings as some instances of flat 

types may be mirrored to that shown here.
• Frame height field: Refer to Internal door type drawing for notes relating to 

door undercut.
• Door Finish / Specification: Refer to client employers requirements.

• Door stops required to all doors where potential clash may occur.

DOOR SCHEDULE NOTES:

Finish to Finish

Structure to Structure

Line of structure, face 
of concrete, blockwork, 

parge coat
or metal stud

DIMENSIONS KEY
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WM Washing Machine 

TD Tidy Dryer 

EV

External Vent Location   

KITCHENS

HIU HIU Unit  

All Kitchens shown are Subcontractor designs. Subcontractor is responsible  
for ensuring that all layouts fit within maximum dimensions indicated on 
Dwelling plans. Finish to finish Dimensions to be checked on site prior to 
installation

Finish to Finish

xxx

MAX RUN

xxx

M
A
X
 R
U
N

Sacrificial Lining required to the kitchen side of 
party walls.
All Kitchens must be designed in accordance with 
HQI requirements for Affordable Tenure. Refer to 
clients Employers requirements for Private Sale 
requirements. 

M&E  Setting-out by services consultancy.

SVP Detail:
Refer to drawing 6612
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CL Clothes Line (Wall fixed)

Wall mounted pull-out
6m line length min. 

6m combined lenght min.

FFG Future Floor Gulley for LTH 
compliance – fused spur 
provided behind boxing for 
future installed pumped 
solution, see M&E Engineer 
drawings.

GENERAL KEY:

18mm ripped WBP plywood fixed between staggered 
studs using BG fixing support plates.

KEY TO INTERNAL DOOR REFERENCING

01 / ID 04Door 
Number. 

Wall, Floor & Roof type notes:

. For typical wall (ext. & int), floor & roof build ups refer to 6000 series dwgs.

. For internal wall locations & typing, refer to GA plan 4000 series & core plans 

IW Wall type prefixes :
EW prefix indicates an external wall type
IW prefix indicates an internal wall type
IF prefix indicates panelling or feature tiling applied to wall.

01a

ROOF FLOOR & WALL TYPE SYMBOLS

Door 
Type. 

Reduced ceiling height to 2300mm

v

Mechanical ventilation Ceiling 
Grill

Please refer to drawings  TBC  Dwelling Type & Location Sheets

PLOT SCHEDULES

Reduced ceiling height for bulkheads (height to be 
determined as required)

Layer of plasterboard changed to BG Habito Board. 
(Innermost layer if double boarded)

450 x 450mm Access hatch in HIU utility cupboard for 
MEV unit

Premises Information BoxPIB

AOV Control Panel AOV

Fire Alarm Panel FAP

PLOT REFERENCE
A1201 W

Tenure 1B2P Unique
Identifier

Wheelchair
UnitA - Affordable

S - Shared Ownership
L - LLP
P - Private

W - Accessible (ADM4-3b)
A - Adaptable (ADM4-2a)

prp-co.uk

020 7653 1200

London

Rev

Project - Originator - Zone - Level - Doc - Discipline - Number

Description Drawn/Checked

The contractor is responsible for checking dimensions, tolerances and 
references. Any discrepancy to be verified with the Architect before proceeding 
with the works. Where  an item is covered by drawings to different scales the 
larger scale drawing is to be worked to.    

Do not scale drawing. Figured dimensions to be worked to in all cases.  

CDM REGULATIONS 2015. All current drawings and specifications for the 
project must be read in conjunction with the Designer's Hazard and 
Environment Assessment Record  

All intellectual property rights reserved. 

Where products have been specified, PRP have reviewed applicable products 
available in the UK at the time of writing the specification. For the avoidance of 
doubt, product manufacturers and suppliers must confirm that each product is 
fit for its intended use and provide such evidence as may reasonably be 
requested to confirm performance, including, but not limited to, product test 
classification and interfaces with adjacent products.

Where the contractor wishes to propose alternative products, representative 
samples and a full technical appraisal should be submitted by the contractor to 
the employer demonstrating that their proposed alternative has equal or better 
performance.

Date

Scale @ A1   1 : 25
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A2403 Sketch Layout

Lambeth Riverside Phase 1

Drawn  YOA Checked  SG Date  05/13/22

PRP project No.BA9478C

Sheet Revit File Location: RLE-PRP-AZ-ZZ-M3-A-00011- DWELLINGS AB.rvt

1 : 25

Stripped back DP - Dwelling Type - A2403
1

2 Bed 4 Person

Indicative home layout
2 bedroom, 4 person
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11.5
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Bedroom 1
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94.1 SF

Bedroom 28.5
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Bedroom 3
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PRP have reviewed applicable products available in the UK at the time of 
writing the specification, from which products named in the specification have 
been selected. Where the contractor wishes to propose alternative products, 
representative samples and a full technical appraisal should be submitted by 
the contractor to the employer demonstrating that their proposed alternative 
has equal or better performance. Any alternative products are subject to 
design team, building control, warranty provider and employer acceptance.

KEY DRAWING REFERENCES

Title of Drawing Series Drawing Series No's

Site Plan
Building Co-Ordinates
GA Plans
GA Elevations
GA Height Rods
GA Cores
Dwelling Plans
Structural Layout
Bay Studies
Refuse Strategy
Postal Strategy
Fire Strategy
Cycle Strategy
Security Strategy
Principal Construction
Lead Details
Sub-structure Details
Fenestration Details
Envelope Details
Roof Details
Internal Wall Details
Balconies
Metalwork 
Window & Door Schedule
Internal Doors Schedule
Bathroom Types Schedule
Kitchen Schedule

MATERIAL REFERENCES
Brickwork

Brick Type 'A' TBC Brick Type 'E' TBC

Brick Type 'B' TBC Brick Type 'F' TBC

Brick Type 'C' TBC Brick Type 'G' TBC

Brick Type 'D' TBC Brick Type 'H' TBC

30000
31000
40000 
41000
42000
43000
44000
46000
47000
50000
51000
52000
54000
55000
60000
61000
62000
63000
64000
65000
66000
67000
68000
70000
71000
72000
73000

0.10 W/m2K

0.18 W/m2K

0.00 W/m2K (all exposed edges sealed and cavity fully 
filled to prevent heat loss through cavity

0.15 W/m2K (U-Value of walls next to unheated areas)

0.11 W/m2K
1.2 W/m2K
1.3 W/m2K (G-Value - 0.40 S&W / 0.55 N&E)
3.5 m3/h.m2 at 50 Pa

Ground / Exposed 
Upper Floor:
External Walls:

Party Walls:

Dwelling / Com Wall

Roof
Solid Door
Window
Air Permeability

FABRIC EFFICIENCY U-VALUES (Baseline Values)

All details to be compliant with Acredited Construction 
Details for Part L

SERVICES LEGEND

SVP

VP

SVP

SS

Soil vent pipe wtith 
offset abve

Soil vent pipe

Stub stack

Vent pipe

FG -     Floor Gully

Dry Riser inlet

Dry Riser outlet

Service opening over door.
= xxxmm x xxxmm (xxxxmm AFFL)

MB Electricity Meter Box

DRo

DRi

WVP Waste vent pipe

DOOR SETTING OUT DIAGRAM (NTS)

• Architrave details: Refer to 6600 series for typical architrave details.

• Handing: Refer to General Arangement drawings as some instances of flat 

types may be mirrored to that shown here.
• Frame height field: Refer to Internal door type drawing for notes relating to 

door undercut.
• Door Finish / Specification: Refer to client employers requirements.

• Door stops required to all doors where potential clash may occur.

DOOR SCHEDULE NOTES:

Finish to Finish

Structure to Structure

Line of structure, face 
of concrete, blockwork, 

parge coat
or metal stud

DIMENSIONS KEY
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WM Washing Machine 

TD Tidy Dryer 

EV

External Vent Location   

KITCHENS

HIU HIU Unit  

All Kitchens shown are Subcontractor designs. Subcontractor is responsible  
for ensuring that all layouts fit within maximum dimensions indicated on 
Dwelling plans. Finish to finish Dimensions to be checked on site prior to 
installation

Finish to Finish

xxx

MAX RUN

xxx

M
A
X
 R
U
N

Sacrificial Lining required to the kitchen side of 
party walls.
All Kitchens must be designed in accordance with 
HQI requirements for Affordable Tenure. Refer to 
clients Employers requirements for Private Sale 
requirements. 

M&E  Setting-out by services consultancy.

SVP Detail:
Refer to drawing 6612

5 32 
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CL Clothes Line (Wall fixed)

Wall mounted pull-out
6m line length min. 

6m combined lenght min.

FFG Future Floor Gulley for LTH 
compliance – fused spur 
provided behind boxing for 
future installed pumped 
solution, see M&E Engineer 
drawings.

GENERAL KEY:

18mm ripped WBP plywood fixed between staggered 
studs using BG fixing support plates.

KEY TO INTERNAL DOOR REFERENCING

01 / ID 04Door 
Number. 

Wall, Floor & Roof type notes:

. For typical wall (ext. & int), floor & roof build ups refer to 6000 series dwgs.

. For internal wall locations & typing, refer to GA plan 4000 series & core plans 

IW Wall type prefixes :
EW prefix indicates an external wall type
IW prefix indicates an internal wall type
IF prefix indicates panelling or feature tiling applied to wall.

01a

ROOF FLOOR & WALL TYPE SYMBOLS

Door 
Type. 

Reduced ceiling height to 2300mm

v

Mechanical ventilation Ceiling 
Grill

Please refer to drawings  TBC  Dwelling Type & Location Sheets

PLOT SCHEDULES

Reduced ceiling height for bulkheads (height to be 
determined as required)

Layer of plasterboard changed to BG Habito Board. 
(Innermost layer if double boarded)

450 x 450mm Access hatch in HIU utility cupboard for 
MEV unit

Premises Information BoxPIB

AOV Control Panel AOV

Fire Alarm Panel FAP

PLOT REFERENCE
A1201 W

Tenure 1B2P Unique
Identifier

Wheelchair
UnitA - Affordable

S - Shared Ownership
L - LLP
P - Private

W - Accessible (ADM4-3b)
A - Adaptable (ADM4-2a)

prp-co.uk

020 7653 1200

London

Rev

Project - Originator - Zone - Level - Doc - Discipline - Number

Description Drawn/Checked

The contractor is responsible for checking dimensions, tolerances and 
references. Any discrepancy to be verified with the Architect before proceeding 
with the works. Where  an item is covered by drawings to different scales the 
larger scale drawing is to be worked to.    

Do not scale drawing. Figured dimensions to be worked to in all cases.  

CDM REGULATIONS 2015. All current drawings and specifications for the 
project must be read in conjunction with the Designer's Hazard and 
Environment Assessment Record  

All intellectual property rights reserved. 

Where products have been specified, PRP have reviewed applicable products 
available in the UK at the time of writing the specification. For the avoidance of 
doubt, product manufacturers and suppliers must confirm that each product is 
fit for its intended use and provide such evidence as may reasonably be 
requested to confirm performance, including, but not limited to, product test 
classification and interfaces with adjacent products.

Where the contractor wishes to propose alternative products, representative 
samples and a full technical appraisal should be submitted by the contractor to 
the employer demonstrating that their proposed alternative has equal or better 
performance.

Date

Scale @ A1   1 : 25

-A-Sketch 290635

A3402 Sketch Layout

Lambeth Riverside Phase 1

Drawn  YOA Checked  SG Date  05/13/22

PRP project No.BA9478C

Sheet Revit File Location: RLE-PRP-AZ-ZZ-M3-A-00011- DWELLINGS AB.rvt

1 : 25

Stripped back DP - Dwelling Type - A3402
1

3 Bed 4 Person

Indicative home layout
3 bedroom, 4 person
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8.5
94.1 SF

Bedroom 4

BA-AFF-01

1.5
14.8 SF

WC

1.0
12.0 SF

Storage

12.0
129.0 SF

Bedroom 1
12.0

128.7 SF

Bedroom 2

1.5
16.9 SF

Utility/HIU

1.5
17.6 SF

Storage

17.0
185.3 SF

Living Room

4.5
47.5 SF

Bathroom

15.0
163.8 SF

Kitchen/Dining

0.5
2.8 SF

Storage

8.5
93.7 SF

Bedroom 3

13.5
145.0 SF

Hall

WC-AFF-01

A4601
103.0

1110.5 SF

12.5
136.0 SF

Balcony

A

B1B2C1C2

D1

D2

E1

E2

F

PRP have reviewed applicable products available in the UK at the time of 
writing the specification, from which products named in the specification have 
been selected. Where the contractor wishes to propose alternative products, 
representative samples and a full technical appraisal should be submitted by 
the contractor to the employer demonstrating that their proposed alternative 
has equal or better performance. Any alternative products are subject to 
design team, building control, warranty provider and employer acceptance.

KEY DRAWING REFERENCES

Title of Drawing Series Drawing Series No's

Site Plan
Building Co-Ordinates
GA Plans
GA Elevations
GA Height Rods
GA Cores
Dwelling Plans
Structural Layout
Bay Studies
Refuse Strategy
Postal Strategy
Fire Strategy
Cycle Strategy
Security Strategy
Principal Construction
Lead Details
Sub-structure Details
Fenestration Details
Envelope Details
Roof Details
Internal Wall Details
Balconies
Metalwork 
Window & Door Schedule
Internal Doors Schedule
Bathroom Types Schedule
Kitchen Schedule

MATERIAL REFERENCES
Brickwork

Brick Type 'A' TBC Brick Type 'E' TBC

Brick Type 'B' TBC Brick Type 'F' TBC

Brick Type 'C' TBC Brick Type 'G' TBC

Brick Type 'D' TBC Brick Type 'H' TBC

30000
31000
40000 
41000
42000
43000
44000
46000
47000
50000
51000
52000
54000
55000
60000
61000
62000
63000
64000
65000
66000
67000
68000
70000
71000
72000
73000

0.10 W/m2K

0.18 W/m2K

0.00 W/m2K (all exposed edges sealed and cavity fully 
filled to prevent heat loss through cavity

0.15 W/m2K (U-Value of walls next to unheated areas)

0.11 W/m2K
1.2 W/m2K
1.3 W/m2K (G-Value - 0.40 S&W / 0.55 N&E)
3.5 m3/h.m2 at 50 Pa

Ground / Exposed 
Upper Floor:
External Walls:

Party Walls:

Dwelling / Com Wall

Roof
Solid Door
Window
Air Permeability

FABRIC EFFICIENCY U-VALUES (Baseline Values)

All details to be compliant with Acredited Construction 
Details for Part L

SERVICES LEGEND

SVP

VP

SVP

SS

Soil vent pipe wtith 
offset abve

Soil vent pipe

Stub stack

Vent pipe

FG -    Floor Gully

Dry Riser inlet

Dry Riser outlet

Service opening over door.
= xxxmm x xxxmm (xxxxmm AFFL)

MB Electricity Meter Box

DRo

DRi

WVP Waste vent pipe

DOOR SETTING OUT DIAGRAM (NTS)

• Architrave details: Refer to 6600 series for typical architrave details.

• Handing: Refer to General Arangement drawings as some instances of flat 

types may be mirrored to that shown here.
• Frame height field: Refer to Internal door type drawing for notes relating to 

door undercut.
• Door Finish / Specification: Refer to client employers requirements.

• Door stops required to all doors where potential clash may occur.

DOOR SCHEDULE NOTES:

Finish to Finish

Structure to Structure

Line of structure, face 
of concrete, blockwork, 

parge coat
or metal stud

DIMENSIONS KEY
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WM Washing Machine 

TD Tidy Dryer 

EV

External Vent Location  

KITCHENS

HIU HIU Unit  

All Kitchens shown are Subcontractor designs. Subcontractor is responsible  
for ensuring that all layouts fit within maximum dimensions indicated on 
Dwelling plans. Finish to finish Dimensions to be checked on site prior to 
installation

Finish to Finish

xxx

MAX RUN

xxx

M
A
X
 R
U
N

Sacrificial Lining required to the kitchen side of 
party walls.
All Kitchens must be designed in accordance with 
HQI requirements for Affordable Tenure. Refer to 
clients Employers requirements for Private Sale 
requirements. 

M&E  Setting-out by services consultancy.

SVP Detail:
Refer to drawing 6612

5 32 

clear opening width

door leaf

Structural opening 
width
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CL Clothes Line (Wall fixed)

Wall mounted pull-out
6m line length min. 

6m combined lenght min.

FFG Future Floor Gulley for LTH 
compliance – fused spur 
provided behind boxing for 
future installed pumped 
solution, see M&E Engineer 
drawings.

GENERAL KEY:

18mm ripped WBP plywood fixed between staggered 
studs using BG fixing support plates.

KEY TO INTERNAL DOOR REFERENCING

01 / ID 04Door 
Number. 

Wall, Floor & Roof type notes:

. For typical wall (ext. & int), floor & roof build ups refer to 6000 series dwgs.

. For internal wall locations & typing, refer to GA plan 4000 series & core plans 

IW Wall type prefixes :
EW prefix indicates an external wall type
IW prefix indicates an internal wall type
IF prefix indicates panelling or feature tiling applied to wall.

01a

ROOF FLOOR & WALL TYPE SYMBOLS

Door 
Type. 

Reduced ceiling height to 2300mm

v

Mechanical ventilation Ceiling 
Grill

Please refer to drawings  TBC  Dwelling Type & Location Sheets

PLOT SCHEDULES

Reduced ceiling height for bulkheads (height to be 
determined as required)

Layer of plasterboard changed to BG Habito Board. 
(Innermost layer if double boarded)

450 x 450mm Access hatch in HIU utility cupboard for 
MEV unit

Premises Information BoxPIB

AOV Control Panel AOV

Fire Alarm Panel FAP

PLOT REFERENCE
A1201 W

Tenure 1B2P Unique
Identifier

Wheelchair
UnitA - Affordable

S - Shared Ownership
L - LLP
P - Private

W - Accessible (ADM4-3b)
A - Adaptable (ADM4-2a)

prp-co.uk

020 7653 1200

London

Rev

Project - Originator - Zone - Level - Doc - Discipline - Number

Description Drawn/Checked

The contractor is responsible for checking dimensions, tolerances and 
references. Any discrepancy to be verified with the Architect before proceeding 
with the works. Where  an item is covered by drawings to different scales the 
larger scale drawing is to be worked to.    

Do not scale drawing. Figured dimensions to be worked to in all cases. 

CDM REGULATIONS 2015. All current drawings and specifications for the 
project must be read in conjunction with the Designer's Hazard and 
Environment Assessment Record  

All intellectual property rights reserved. 

Where products have been specified, PRP have reviewed applicable products 
available in the UK at the time of writing the specification. For the avoidance of 
doubt, product manufacturers and suppliers must confirm that each product is 
fit for its intended use and provide such evidence as may reasonably be 
requested to confirm performance, including, but not limited to, product test 
classification and interfaces with adjacent products.

Where the contractor wishes to propose alternative products, representative 
samples and a full technical appraisal should be submitted by the contractor to 
the employer demonstrating that their proposed alternative has equal or better 
performance.

Date

Scale @ A1   1 : 25

-A-Sketch 290636

A4601 Sketch Layout

Lambeth Riverside Phase 1

Drawn  YOA Checked  SG Date  05/13/22

PRP project No.BA9478C

Sheet Revit File Location: RLE-PRP-AZ-ZZ-M3-A-00011- DWELLINGS AB.rvt

1 : 25

Stripped back DP - Dwelling Type - A4601
4 Bed 6 Person

Indicative home layout
4 bedroom, 6 person
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Lilford Rd

Flaxman Rd Kenbury St

FLAXMAN ROAD

LILFORD ROAD

KENBURY STREET

2B4P

2B4P

2B4P

2B4P

1B2P

1B2P

3B4P

3B4P

2B4P

1B2P

2B4P

2B4P

2B4P
2B4P

1B2P

1B2P

1B2P

2B4P
WCH

2B4P

2B4P

3B5P

3B4P

3B4P
WCH

3B4P
WCH

1B2P
WCH

1B2P
WCH

GYM

ENERGY 
CENTRE

2B4P

2B4P

COMMUNITY 
CENTRE

REPROVIDED COMMUNITY 
CENTRE - 70 SQM

CONCIERGE / PARCEL 
COLLECTION POINT

PARKING ZONES

COMMUNITY SQUARE

ENERGY CENTRE

GYM - 70 SQM

VEHICULAR ACCESSSQUARES

PLAY AREA

DINING/ PICNIC

GROWING AREA

COMMUNAL FLEXIBLE 
SPACE 

RELAXING AND SEATING

What remains the same

— Brick built facades

— A mix of inset and projecting balconies

— Homes to meet the need of the community

— Landscaped areas for all age groups to enjoy.

Ground floor communal spaces

Landscaped areas for everyone to enjoy
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Riverside commitments

1.    Keep the existing community together – all current residents will be offered 
new homes on the estate. Residents that choose to move off the estate 
during construction will have the right to return to the new built estate.

2.  Manage the development so that residents can stay in their  
current home until they move into their new home.

3.  Provide all existing tenants with new homes built to modern  
standards and to a size that meets your housing needs.

4.  Help you through the development by compensating  
you with a home loss and disturbance payment. 

5.  Keep the same security of tenure and the same levels of rent  
for all existing tenants.

6.  Provide homes that are more energy efficient, more  
accessible and will have modern kitchens and bathrooms.

7.  Improve security across the estate through design and management.

8.  Provide private outdoor space for all residents either  
via a balcony or private garden. 

9.  Improve accessibility to buildings with lifts, maintaining security  
with fob and intercom systems.

10.  Provide new landscaped communal areas outdoors  
for residents of all ages to enjoy.

11.  Build new homes on the estate which will be for sale and will help  
fund the new and improved homes for existing tenants.
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Housing management update 

Clearing of the phase one pram-sheds  
Thank you to all the residents that have cleared the pram-sheds  
facing Kenbury Street, which are included in the phase one delivery.  
We will continue to provide bulk removal to clear any unwanted items. 

Transfers 
Residents that choose to move off the estate, will have the right  
to return to the new built estate. One of the benefits of our merger  
with One Housing is that residents can now register for a new home 
with both organisations. This means customers will be able to apply  
for a move into any area where the two organisations’ (One Housing  
& Riverside) own homes. The exception will be where the local authority 
has specific requirements on the need for a local connection. Our 
housing team can talk you through options and offer support  
if you decide to move off the estate.

Fly tipping on and around the estate 
We have noticed an increase in fly-tipping. At times, we have had  
to arrange several collections to ensure that your estate is free  
of bulk waste. While we can continue to arrange collections,  
these costs will be calculated and passed onto you in the following years’ 
service charge. It is important that we work together to reduce  
fly-tipping and to identify any persistent offenders. Please book  
bulky waste collections with Lambeth Council; contact us if you have  
any information that can help us tackle this problem. 
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Guardian update

We have a number of Guardians from various backgrounds and 
employment occupying homes on your estate, which include: 

— NHS London Ambulance Service 

— Academy and Nursery School Teacher 

— Probation Officer

— Architectural Assistant

— Art Director

—  The total number of key workers  
in occupancy is 45%. 

The feedback we’ve received so far, is that LOWE guardians  
really enjoy living on the estate and have built positive  
relationships with each other and the Riverside community.  
Flats within the Lambeth estate are incredibly popular  
and have provided a lovely home for key workers within  
the community.



The Riverside Group Limited is a charitable Registered Society under the Co-operative and Community Benefit Societies Act 2014. MED_0922V1.0

Stay in touch
We are always happy to hear from you and to answer any questions  
you may have. For more information, please contact:

Mandy Rana, your Resident Liaison Officer 
07929 368603
lambeth@riverside.org.uk 
www.riverside.com/lambeth 
www.facebook.com/groups/lambethestate 

Carol Squires and Rob Williams, your Independent Tenant Advisors 
0800 616 328 
carol@sourcepartnership.com
rob@sourcepartnership.com
www.sourcepartnership.com

David Wade, your Housing Officer
0345 111 0000
southcentrallondonhsg@riverside.org.uk 

Need a repair?
—  Report and book repairs quickly and easily with My Riverside,  

either online or via the app.

—  Request a communal area repair via our website.  
This includes areas like an entrance hall, stairwell or a garden.


